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Abstract

When taking up high-cost debt signals poor credit risk to lenders, consumers trade

o� alleviating �nancing constraints today with exacerbating them in the future. We

document this trade-o� using random application assignment to loan o�cers and regression

discontinuity with data from a high cost lender in the U.K. For the average applicant,

taking up a high-cost loan causes an immediate and permanent decline on the credit

score, and leads to more default and credit rationing by standard lenders in the future.

In contrast, the marginal applicant�whose credit score is not a�ected� is not more

likely to default and does not experience further credit rationing after take-up. Thus,

high cost credit has a negative impact on future �nancial health when it a�ects borrower

reputation, but not otherwise. The evidence suggests that high-cost borrowing may

leave a self-reinforcing stigma of poor credit risk.
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I. Introduction

�Some lenders might see the fact that

you've taken out a payday loan as a

sign that your �nances are under

pressure."

James Jones, Head of Consumer

A�airs, Experian UK

Credit cards, bank overdrafts, payday loans and other sources of high cost consumer �nance

provide short term credit to �nancially constrained borrowers. Unsecured short term credit

provides households with the means to smooth consumption and avoid falling in arrears with

repayment commitments. Also, taking up and repaying high-cost debt may allow households

excluded from the formal �nancial sector to build a credit reputation, as long as the use of

high-cost credit leaves a trace in the borrower's credit history. However, when the average

user of high-cost credit is a high default risk, the use of high-cost credit may have the opposite

e�ect and leave a stigma on a borrower's credit history. If borrowers that use high-cost loans

are tagged as risky by potential future lenders, these borrowers will face higher borrowing

costs and credit rationing from standard credit sources in the future.1 And this e�ect may

be self-reinforcing if a higher cost of, and lower access to credit cause the �nancial health

of the borrower to deteriorate further. Thus, when credit outcomes from high-cost lenders

are public information, borrowers may face a trade-o� between alleviating credit constraints

1Anecdotal evidence from the Web supports this hypothesis. For example, the quote in
the epigraph is from a blog post in the website of one the largest credit bureaus in the
U.K., Experian (http://www.experian.co.uk/consumer/questions/askjames246.html). Further, the
website Investopedia states that �The demographic groups that take out payday loans tend to
have higher default rates,� and �mortgage industry polls have suggested that up to 45% of
brokers in the U.K. have had a client application rejected because of a prior payday loan.�
(http://www.investopedia.com/ask/answers/102814/do-payday-loans-hurt-my-ability-get-mortgage.asp)
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today and exacerbating them in the future.2

The present paper examines this trade-o� by evaluating the e�ect of taking up high-cost

credit on perceived �nancial health and actual �nancial behavior. There are three empirical

challenges in examining the impact of take-up on a borrower's reputation and its consequences.

The �rst is establishing a plausible counterfactual to evaluate the causal e�ect of take-up.

To address this we exploit two features of the lending rules used by a high-cost lender in

the U.K (The Lender): the quasi-random assignment of loan applicants to loan o�cers with

a di�erent systematic propensity to approve loans, which we use as an instrument for loan

take-up; and a loan eligibility threshold on the applicant's credit score, which we use in a

regression discontinuity design. The second challenge is constructing measures of �nancial

health that re�ect a borrower's inability to obtain credit. We de�ne credit rationing as an

increase in credit search intensity that is not accompanied by an increase in actual credit,

and obtain measures of credit search and use by merging the data from The Lender to the

full credit records of all its approved and rejected applicants. The data also contain each

applicant's credit score, which we use as a measure of credit reputation. The third challenge

is isolating the reputation e�ect of take-up �the e�ect of take-up on �nancial health that

occurs because borrower's credit reputation is tarnished� from the e�ect of the burden of

repaying a high cost loan. We address this challenge by exploiting an institutional feature

of the empirical setting: take-up of a high-cost loan does not a�ect the reputation of loan

applicants that have low credit scores to begin with. Analyzing this sub-sample of borrowers

we evaluate whether the use of high-cost credit a�ects credit rationing and �nancial health

when the reputation e�ect is not present.

To implement the instrumental variable (IV) estimation, we �rst produce measures of

loan o�cer leniency�their propensity to approve otherwise identical applications� from

leave-one-out �xed e�ects, an approach similar to that used in measuring the pro-continuation

2Rational borrowers will take this trade-o� into account when making the decision to take up a high-cost
loan. Households unaware of the reputation e�ect may take too much high-cost credit. Evaluating the
rationality of the decision to take up a high cost loan is beyond the scope of the present paper.
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attitude of bankruptcy judges (see, for example, Chang and Schoar (2008), Dobbie and Song

(2015), and Bernstein, Colonnelli, and Iverson (2015)). Consistent with the lender's random

loan o�cer assignment policy, we demonstrate that loan o�cer leniency is uncorrelated to

the borrower's credit score or to any other observable characteristic after conditioning on

calendar week of application, bank branch, and borrower nationality. At the same time,

borrowers who are assigned to an o�cer that is one standard deviation more lenient are

2.2% more likely to take up a loan from The Lender (from a baseline of 67%). These two

facts provide our motivation for using loan o�cer leniency as an instrument for loan take-up

to investigate the e�ect of obtaining a high-cost loan on credit market outcomes. Intuitively,

our IV estimates are derived from the di�erence in future �nancial health of borrowers that

are assigned to a lenient loan o�cer relative to those that are not, scaled up by the e�ect

that assignment to a lenient o�cer has on the probability of taking up a loan.3 Further, loan

o�cer leniency increases the probability of take-up regardless of the borrower's observable

characteristics, which makes it appropriate for evaluating the causal e�ect on the average

applicant.

We begin by analyzing the impact onperceived �nancial health, as measured by changes

in the credit score since the time of application. The credit score is a good proxy for an

applicant's credit reputation because it is a summary statistic of the expected credit quality

of a borrower observed by all lenders, that a�ects both access credit and the cost of borrowing

in the future. We �nd that taking up a high-cost loan reduces the credit score of the average

borrower by 4.7% within the same quarter of application. This decline is not driven by poor

immediate repayment behavior. On the contrary, being approved for a high-cost loan either

reduces or has no e�ect on di�erent measures of repayment performance during the quarter

3Although the theories we want to test are all related to loan take-up, an alternative approach is to
estimate the e�ect of loan approval, instrumented by o�cer leniency. With this approach the reduced form
estimate is identical, but it is scaled up by the e�ect of assignment on loan approval, instead of loan take-up.
Since a very large fraction of approved loans are taken, the results are quantitatively and qualitatively similar
when we use this alternative approach.
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the loan is issued.4 With the exception of having taken up an additional high-cost loan,

there is no immediate observable signal in the credit history to indicate that the �nancial

health of the applicant changed.

When we look at applicant �nancial behavior after the initial loan has matured, we �nd

that receiving a high-cost loan increases the intensity with which borrowers apply to new

credit from all sources �standard and short-term�which we interpret as an increase in the

demand for credit. This demand shift is followed by an increase in short term borrowing,

while borrowing from standard sources remains unchanged. The results suggest that using

high-cost credit leads to credit rationing from from standard lenders. The results highlight

the trade-o� faced by borrowers: taking up high-cost credit may alleviate short term �nancial

needs, but at the cost of losing access to standard sources of �nancing in the future.

Having demonstrated this trade-o�, we turn to explore the mechanism behind it. There

are two main reasons why taking up a high-cost loan may a�ect the borrower's perceived or

actual repayment capacity. The �rst is that borrowers who take up a high cost loan typically

increase their total debt and interest payments. This could increase the expected default

probability due to the e�ect that the burden of repaying high interests has on the �nancial

resources of the household (see, for example, Skiba and Tobacman (2015) and Gathergood,

Guttman-Kenney, and Hunt (2014)) or due to its e�ect through moral hazard (for evidence

see Karlan and Zinman (2009)). Second, households that take up a high-cost loan may

signal their precarious �nancial situation to potential lenders, which increases the cost of

future borrowing and induces credit rationing from standard lenders. Although the burden

of repayment and the reputation mechanisms result in observationally equivalent behavior

and are di�cult to disentangle in general, we can explore their relative merits by evaluating

the e�ect of loan take-up on a subpopulation of borrowers whose reputation (credit score) is

not una�ected by a marginal high-cost loan: high risk borrowers with very low credit scores

4We use three measures of poor repayment: actual default as reported by lenders, debt collection searches,
and CCJs (County Court Judgment, a type of court order that may be registered against a borrower that
has failed to repay owed money.)
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at the time of application. We focus the analysis on borrowers with credit ratings that are

close to the lower eligibility threshold for standard approval of loans by The Lender. The

probability of loan take-up jumps discontinuously by approximately 25 percentage points

at the eligibility threshold, but applicants with scores on each side of (and close to) the

threshold are not statistically di�erent in any observable measure, which validates the use

of a fuzzy regression discontinuity approach.

In sharp contrast with the e�ect of take-up for the average borrower, the regression

discontinuity analysis shows that taking up a high cost loan does not a�ect the credit score of

applicants that have a very low credit score to begin with. The empirical approach provides a

precisely estimated e�ect of zero on the quarter of application or the subsequent four quarters,

which implies that taking up a high-cost loan does not a�ect the perceived creditworthiness

of these borrowers.5 Moreover, loan take-up does not have a statistically signi�cant e�ect

on the intensity of credit search or on the default probability of these borrowers. Thus, for

borrowers whose reputation is una�ected by take-up, the use of high-cost credit does not

a�ect credit rationing or the probability of future repayment.

The burden of repayment interpretation cannot explain the stark di�erence in the estimates

between borrowers with average and low credit scores. There is no a priori reason to expect

the burden of repayment to have a negligible e�ect on low credit score borrowers. On the

contrary, it is likely that high interest repayment is particularly burdensome for individuals

with low credit scores who are relatively more credit constrained. The di�erence between the

two groups of borrowers is more easily reconciled through the reputation mechanism: there

is no e�ect on borrowers with a low score because taking up a high cost loan does not a�ect

reputation any further. For the average borrower, for whom take-up has an e�ect on credit

reputation, the use of high-cost credit does lead to credit rationing and poor repayment

performance. The evidence on the two samples taken together suggests that the use of

5An alternative strategy is to condition on a sample of low credit score applicants and again exploit the
assignment to loan o�cers with di�erent leniency. This approach su�ers from a severe lack of power among
applicants with the lowest credit scores, and does not produce meaningful estimates.
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high cost credit a�ects future �nancial health through its e�ect on the borrower's credit

market reputation. The results also highlight the self-ful�lling and self-reinforcing nature of

the reputation mechanism. It is self-ful�lling because taking up high-cost credit lowers the

credit rating of a borrower, which leads to more default, which justi�es the decline in the

credit score in the �rst place. The mechanism is self-reinforcing because it is triggered by

the use of high-cost credit, which leads to rationing by standard lenders, which restricts the

borrower to obtain any future �nancing from high-cost lenders.

The results have several implications for the academic and policy analysis of high-cost

consumer credit markets. First, it is important to distinguish between the burden of repayment

and the reputation mechanisms because they tend to have di�erent policy implications. The

burden of repayment argument commonly relies on borrowers being cognitively impaired to

evaluate the consequences of repaying high interests and has very strong policy prescriptions

for the regulation of the high-cost credit industry (for a recent discussion, see Campbell

(2016)). The recent proposal by the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau to regulate the

payday lending industry in the US is based on such arguments.6 The reputation mechanism,

in contrast, does not require borrowers to be unable to fully evaluate the consequences of

their actions. Sophisticated borrowers may choose to be credit rationed in the future if

the marginal utility of consumption today is su�ciently high. Thus, observing that future

�nancial health is causally deteriorated by taking up a high-cost loan is not a su�cient

rationale for regulation.

There is still scope for regulation if the average borrower does not fully understand the

impact of taking up a high-cost loan on his credit reputation, the cost of future borrowing,

and the likelihood of being rationed by standard lenders. Analyzing the extent of this

understanding, or lack thereof, is a necessary avenue for future research to guide regulation

of the unsecured consumer credit industry. In addition, the self-ful�lling and self-reinforcing

nature of the reputation mechanism may lead to multiple equilibria, some of which are akin

6See http://www.consumer�nance.gov/about-us/newsroom/consumer-�nancial-protection-bureau-proposes-rule-end-payday-debt-traps/.
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to poverty traps with negative long term implications on consumer welfare. A potentially

desirable feature of regulation is to create mechanisms that allow borrowers to extricate

themselves from the high risk pool after using high-cost credit.

Our paper is related to several studies that document the e�ects of high-cost borrowing

on individual-level outcomes (e.g., aside from the references above, see also Morse (2011),

Melzer (2011), among others). The main contribution to this literature is to highlight a

novel reputational trade o� faced by high-cost credit users. The reputation e�ect relies on

the credit history of high-cost borrowers to be publicly observable by other lenders and is

thus potentially relevant for high-cost credit cards, bank overdraft facilities, on-line lenders,

and other sources of high-cost �nancing that report to credit bureaus. The mechanism will

be less relevant in markets where such reporting does not occur, such as payday lenders

in the US. This distinction highlights another important implication of our �ndings: the

degree of information sharing by high-cost lenders will have �rst order e�ects on the �nancial

health of �nancially constrained households that use this type of credit. Thus, the degree

of information sharing in the industry is potentially an additional policy lever available to

regulators.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II we discuss the empirical

setting and the main identi�cation strategy using quasi-random assignment to loan o�cers

with di�erent proclivities to approve loans. In Section III we present the e�ects of taking

a high-cost credit on future credit scores and other �nancial outcomes. In Section IV we

present the results of a regression discontinuity design that exploits the minimum score

eligibility threshold. Section V concludes.

II. Empirical setting

The lender is based in England, and provides small short-term loans to subprime borrowers.

Business is conducted through a chain of retail stores sta�ed by loan o�cers. Since the
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available loan products are pre-packaged combinations of amount-rate-maturity, loan o�cers

can only in�uence the extensive margin: they decide whether or not to grant a loan. Store

loan o�cers have full discretion in the approval process for �rst-time applicants and they

are encouraged to use their judgment in making approval decisions. In the loan application

data, there are a total of 326 o�cers working in 23 stores.

The lender provided us with the complete set of 285,043 loan applications at all its stores

from 5/1/12 to 2/28/15. We make four restrictions to this data to obtain our analysis

sample. First, we identify applications from �rst-time applicants and exclude 187,804 repeat

applications. Second, we exclude 135 applicants who are younger than 18 or older than 75

years old. Third, we exclude 37,118 applicants who were processed through the Lender's

virtual store (processed by phone or online).7 Finally, we drop 8,631 applications that

correspond to o�cer by store by month bins with less than 10 applications processed. This

leaves us with a total sample of 51,355 loan applicants in our main sample.

We present select summary statistics for our main sample in Table I. Panel A presents

applicant-level characteristics. The approval rate of �rst-time applicants is 76% in our

sample, while the take-up rate is 67%. The applicant sample is 45% male and 58% single.

Applicants have lived on average 17.6 years in the United Kingdom, ranging from inmigrants

who just arrived (0 years) to 74 years olds who have lived all their lives in the UK. The average

applicant is 34 years old. About 83% of the applicants report some positive income, and the

average salary corresponds to ¿553 per month, substantially less than the UK median per

person monthly income of ¿981. The applicant sample has access to �nancial and banking

services: 91% report at least one bank account, and an average of 5.3 open trade lines. The

average credit score at the time of application is 539.8

7Virtual store loan o�cers have limited to no contact with the applicant, and thus are not able to exercise
discretion in their approval policies. Further, since loan o�cers often refer callers to each other depending
on the background of the caller, the resulting allocation of callers to the o�cer that ultimately reviews the
application is not random (unconditionally or conditionally). We �nd strong evidence that the assignment
of loan o�cers to applicants through the virtual store is not random (available upon request).

8We only match 50,011 applicants to their initial credit score. The Lender has granted a small number
of loans to individuals without a credit history.
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Panel B in Table I shows loan-level characteristics for the 34,094 applications in our main

sample that took-up a new loan. The average loan amount is for ¿288, while the median loan

corresponds to ¿200, which is The Lender's most typical contract for �rst-time borrowers.

The average annualized interest rate of these loans is above 700%, with a maturity of 5.7

months (median 6 months, again the typical �rst-time loan). Ex-post, 35% of the loans

are in default by at least 1 month, while 42% have been topped-up by another loan from

the Lender. This procedure consists on issuing a new loan that amounts to the di�erence

between the �rst loan amount and the borrower's outstanding balance.

We merge loan application data with credit bureau records. We obtain from a private

(for-pro�t) credit bureau quarterly snapshots of the full credit reports of the new applicants

from March 2012 to June 2015. The snapshots are taken at the end of each quarter, i.e. we

have the credit �les as of March 31, June 30, September 30, and December 31 for each year

between 2012 and 2014, as well as the March 31 2015 snapshot. From these snapshots we

obtain quarterly measures of credit scores, as well as some of the variables used to construct

the score.9 For our main tests we divide these variables into three broad categories: variables

measuring default (a default dummy and amount in default), variables measuring credit

outstanding (amount of credit), and variables measuring credit search (number of credit

searches or �pulls� by lenders). Panel C in Table I presents summary statistics of each of

these outcome variables measured as of one quarter before the application to The Lender.

9We do not observe the data at the same granularity as the credit bureau does. For example, the
bureau knows the identity and outstanding amount from each lender, while our data contains the amount
outstanding by broder categories of lenders (e.g., short term, credit line, etc.).
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III. The E�ect of High Cost Borrowing on Financial

Health

Figure 1 plots the time series evolution of applicant credit scores around the quarter of

application. The evolution of applications that resulted in a loan (denoted as Take-up) and

those that did not (No take-up) are shown separately. The most salient stylized fact from

the plot is that even though applicants that take up a loan have on average a higher score

at the time of application, the average credit score of applicants that take-up and do not

take-up a loan are very close to each other a year later. Thus, the average Take-up and

No take-up applicants, clearly distinguishable by their perceived creditworthiness (score)

before applying for the loan, are almost indistinguishable after a year. The main goal of

the empirical strategy developed in this section is to identify how much of the decline in the

score is due to having taken up a high-cost loan. We use then this approach to measure the

e�ect of take-up on other credit coutcomes.

A. Identi�cation Strategy: Loan O�cer Leniency

Consider the following cross-section regression model:

∆yi (t) = α + βTakeupi + γXi + εit, (1)

where i denotes applicants, t denotes quarters after the application date. ∆yi (t) is the

change in a measure of the applicant's �nancial health as proxied, for example, by her credit

score or any of its components. Takeupi is a dummy that equals one if the applicant receives

a loan.

If taking up a high-cost loan were uncorrelated with εit, β would measure the causal e�ect

of receiving a loan on ∆yit. However, in this setting, loan take-up is likely to be correlated

with other determinants of future �nancial health. For example, applicants with a higher
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expected income growth will have, all else equal, better measures of future �nancial health

(e.g., more access to credit) and will also have a higher probability of approval and take-up

(an omitted variable positive bias). Further, applicants with private negative information

about their future �nancial health are more likely to get approved and take-up a loan relative

to those for whom the negative information is public (a reverse causality negative bias).

We exploit the fact that new applicants at a given branch and of a given nationality

are randomly assigned to loan o�cers. In accordance with The Lender's policies regarding

assignment of loan o�cers, two loan applicants of the same nationality that enter the same

branch the same day will be assigned to di�erent loan o�cers because of chance.10 Loan

o�cers, in turn, may vary in their propensity to approve an application, i.e., their �leniency.�

Thus, for any given borrower, the probability of approval, and therefore, of loan take-up,

should be a�ected by the leniency of the assigned o�cer. We can use this variation to identify

the e�ect of loan take-up on future credit outcomes, as observed in the credit bureau panel

data.

Following the literature that measures individual-level outcomes exploiting random judge

assignment, we construct a leave-one-out measure of loan o�cer leniency as an instrument of

loan take-up.11 Formally, the measure is de�ned for each applicant i who is assigned to loan

o�cer j at store s on month t as the leave-one-out fraction of applications that are approved

by loan o�cer j at store s on month t minus the leave-one-out fraction of loans approved by

all loan o�cers at store s on month m:

zi =
1

Njsm − 1

[ ∑
k∈jsm

Approvedk − Approvedi

]
− 1

Nsm − 1

[∑
k∈sm

Approvedk − Approvedi

]
,

where Njsm and Nsm represent the number of applications seen by o�cer j at store s on

10Accounting for the borrower's country of origin is crucial in this seting because The Lender explicitly
assigns applicants to loan o�cers that can speak the borrower's native language.

11A consistent estimator obtains from using an exhaustive set of loan o�cer �xed e�ects as instrument for
loan take-up, but the own-observation bias may be relevant in small sample. The leave-one-out measure of
leniency addresses this concern.
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monthm and the total number of application at store s on monthm, respectively. Approvedi

is de�ned as a dummy that equals one if applicant i is approved for a loan. By construction,

leniency averages close to zero (-0.001), and has considerable variation, with a standard

deviation in our sample of 0.1. Internet Appendix Figure IA1 shows that this measure is

relatively persistent, as the (unconditional) average leniency at the o�cer by branch by year

level has an autocorrelation of 0.48. This is consistent with leniency being associated with a

time invariant characteristic of the o�cer (e.g. optimism) and not a time varying one (e.g.,

skill at evaluating applicants).

We use loan o�cer leniency as an instrumental variable for loan take-up, conditional

on exogenous applicant assignment to loan o�cers.12 Because of The Lender's policies,

exogenous assignment holds at the store by date of application by nationality of the applicant.

Formally, we exploit this conditional exogenous assignment rule by adding store by week of

application by applicant nationality �xed e�ects, αswc , to the right hand side of equation

(1), which is then the second stage of two-stage least squares model. The �rst stage is:

Takeupi = αswc + γ′Xi + δzi + εi, (2)

where Takeupi equals one for applications that result in a new loan and δ represents the

di�erential probability of loan take-up between being assigned to a loan o�cer with zero

leniency to one with leniency equal to one. In turn, β can be interpreted as the causal e�ect

of loan take-up on future credit outcomes if three assumptions hold: 1) leniency is correlated

with loan take-up, 2) leniency impacts future credit outcomes only through its e�ect on loan

take-up, and 3) leniency has a monotonic impact on the probability of loan take-up. We

examine these three assumptions below.

12Our strategy uses leniency as an instrument for loan take-up. For this we assume that the behavior of
approved applicants who do not take-up a loan is una�ected by approval itself. If that is the case, leniency
is also an instrument for loan approval, and the IV estimate for the e�ects of approval and take-up will just
di�er on a scaling coe�cient corresponding to the �rst stage e�ect of leniency on approval and on take-up,
respectively.
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The �rst assumption required to interpret β causally is that loan o�cer leniency must

be correlated with loan take-up. Figure 2 shows that this is true in our data. The graph

is constructed by obtaining the residual of a regression of take-up on leniency controlling

for branch by week of application by nationality �xed e�ects. These residuals are averaged

at the store by o�cer by year of application level and plotted against o�cer leniency. The

average take-up rate (0.67) is added to the averaged residuals for ease of exposition. The

line represents the best linear �t on the application-level data, controlling for store by week

of application by nationality �xed e�ects. The �gure suggests a positive correlation between

loan take-up and leniency. The slope of the best linear �t, 0.22, implies that a one-standard

deviation shift in loan o�cer leniency (0.1) leads to a 2.2% higher probability of loan take-up.

Table II formalizes the intuition of Figure 2 in a regression setting. Column 1 of Table

II repeats the estimation procedure underlying the best linear �t shown in Figure 2. The

relationship between loan take-up and leniency is positive and statistically signi�cant at a

1% level. Column 2 adds a set of demographic controls and predetermined variables to

regression 2, including credit score at application, dummies for whether the applicant is

single or male, applicant age, salary in pounds, a dummy for whether the purpose of the

loan is and emergency, number of years of residence in the UK, and loan amount requested.

The coe�cient on zi, o�cer leniency, drops slightly from 0.22 to 0.20, and remains highly

signi�cant at the 1% level. These tests suggest that o�cer leniency generates variation

on loan take-up that is signi�cant at conventional levels and that cannot be explained by

observables at the time of application.

The second assumption corresponds to the exclusion restriction, which is not testable.

There are two potential violations of the exclusion restriction. The �rst is the violation

of conditional independence: it would occur if there is non-random sorting in the types of

applicants that each loan o�cer reviews. To detect violations of conditional independence

we look for whether o�cer leniency is correlated with other observables at the time of
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application. Column 3 in Table II shows the results of regressing the leniency measure zi

on the same covariates that we include in Column 2. The only signi�cant coe�cient is

the dummy for male, at the 10% level. We cannot reject the null that all variables in the

regression are not di�erent from zero at conventional levels of signi�cance.13 This evidence

con�rms that, based on observables, assignment to loan o�cers seems to be exogenous for

the applicant, conditional on branch by week of application by nationality of the applicant.

The second potential violation of the exclusion restriction occurs if having a lenient loan

o�cer a�ects the individual-applicant's outcomes through a channel other than take-up. This

would occur if, for example, lenient o�cers also provide bad �nancial advice, and bad advice

has a negative e�ect on future �nancial outcomes. Such a violation is highly unlikely in our

setting for several reasons. First, loan o�cers are forbidden by law to provide �nancial advice

to applicants in the UK. Moreover, loan o�cers only meet with applicants once, when the

applications are being processed. Borrowers pay their loans either remotely using their debit

cards or in person at The Lender's cashier, and in no moment do they meet again with the

o�cer who processed their application. Even loan renewals are processed on-line and do not

require further interaction with the o�cer. However, if o�cers a�ect the applicant's �nancial

outcomes through other ways, then the reduced form estimates must be interpreted as the

combined e�ect of loan take-up and �nancial advice from loan o�cers on �nancial outcomes.

Another example of a potential violation: loan approval may a�ect future �nancial outcomes

of borrowers that do not take-up the loan, e.g., that it is loan approval and not take-up what

a�ects the borrower's future credit score and behavior. This is not a concern in this setting

because the �rst stage estimates are almost identical when we use approval as the left-hand

side variable. This means that nearly all the additional application approvals that occur due

to o�cer leniency lead also to the loan been taken-up by the applicant.

The �nal assumption for using leniency as an instrument for loan take-up is that leniency

13In the Internet Appendix Table IAI we present an additional test where we regress each covariate
independently on the leniency measure. Again, only the dummy for male applicants is signi�cant at a 10%
level.
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has a monotonic impact on the probability of loan take-up. In our setting, this means that

no application is less likely to be approved if assigned to a more lenient loan o�cer. There

are two potential sources of non-monotonicity in our setting. The �rst occurs if more lenient

loan o�cers are better at distinguishing good versus bad applicants. Such high-skill o�cers

would reject more applications by bad (risky) borrowers, approve more applications by good

(safe) ones, and thus issue loans that are more pro�table (higher repayment rates). We

explore whether this relationship exists in the data in Internet Appendix Figure IA4, in

which we plot the unconditional correlation between leniency and the pro�tability of each

borrower. A borrower's pro�tability is de�ned as total payments made by each borrower

to The Lender minus total loan amounts given from The Lender to the borrower, averaged

at the loan o�cer-year-level. This measure includes payments and loans from all loans

received by the borrower in our sample period and thus measures the pro�tability of the

full observed relationship between the borrower and The Bank. The graph shows that the

relationship between leniency and pro�tability is �at, indicating that our measure of leniency

is uncorrelated with skill in distinguishing good versus bad applicants. This plot also rules

out the possibility that lenient loan o�cers tend to attract (unobservably) better borrowers,

for example because they are faster making decisions. In fact, Internet Appendix Figure IA4

also shows that the leniency is negatively correlated with the number of loan applications

seen by each loan o�cer. This correlation between leniency and number of applications is

mechanical since approved applications take a longer time to process than rejections. Hence,

more lenient loan o�cers, who approve more loans, end up seeing fewer applications.

The second source of non-monotonicity would arise if lenient loan o�cers discriminate

in favor of some borrowers and against others (for example, due to taste-based or statistical

discrimination). To investigate this possibility in the Internet Appendix Table IA3 we plot

the relationship between leniency and loan approval (as shown on Figure 2) for di�erent

sub-samples of our data. The plots show that for young, old, male, female, high or low credit
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score applicants, loan take-up is never less likely for more lenient loan o�cers. This implies

that leniency is not correlated with any observable discriminatory behavior by loan o�cers:

lenient o�cers are more likely to approve loan applications regardless of the observable

characteristics of the applicant.

This discussion suggests that the assumptions behind the instrumental variable approach

are likely to hold. In the next subsection present and discuss the estimates of the causal

e�ect of loan approval on several measures of �nancial health obtained from regressions (1)

and (2).

B. Results

In Table III we present the �rst set of results of the causal e�ect of loan take-up on future

�nancial outcomes based on regression (1), using loan o�cer leniency as an instrument for

approval. We �rst focus on credit scores, and use the change in the logarithm of credit

score relative to the quarter prior application (t=-1) as the outcome variable. The top panel

of Table III show the OLS estimation that formalizes the intuition conveyed by Figure 1:

loan take-up is signi�cantly correlated with a contemporaneous and persistent drop in credit

scores. Quantitatively, credit scores are 1% lower on the quarter in which the application is

made, and drop by 4.6% four quarters after application.

The middle and bottom panels of Table III show the reduced form and Two-Stage Least

Square (2SLS) IV estimates of equation (1). Here we see that taking up a loan from The

Lender causes an immediate 4.7% drop in credit scores, signi�cant at the 5% level, during

the quarter of application. Further, four quarters after application, the applicant's credit

scores are even lower, having been causally reduced by 10%, signi�cant at the 1% level.14

14Our regressions are ran on the entire sample of applicants, including those for whom there are less than
four quarters of data available because of right censoring. Given that we control for week of origination,
there is no reason to think that this biases our results in any way. Nonetheless, in the Internet Appendix
Table IAII we run the same tests as in Table III but condition the sample on applicants for whom we have
at least four quarter of future credit information. The results are qualitatively and quantitatively essentially
equivalent. For example, in the restricted sample regression, the 2SLS IV drop in credit scores for the
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These results show that taking a high-cost loan has a large and signi�cant negative

e�ect on individual's credit scores. Lower observable credit scores imply that the perceived

creditworthiness of the borrower has declined as a result of receiving a high-cost loan. One

possible explanation for the decline is that the average borrower defaulted on the loan

received from The Lender, and that default left a negative mark on the credit history of the

borrower. We explore this by looking at the causal e�ect of the high-cost loan on di�erent

types of default: short-term credit (which includes loans from The Lender among several

other types of debt), other (i.e., non-short-term) credit, and phone, cable, and utilities

bills. For each of these types of default, we construct an indicator variable that equals

one if the individual is in default in that sector, and a variable the measures the intensity

of default, calculated as the logarithm of the amount in default in that particular sector,

where we replace zeros by ones to account for any extensive margin e�ects. The log plus

one transformation makes the magnitude of the coe�cient di�cult to interpret, but it is

necessary to remove the skewness of a variable without dropping all the observations in

which debt is zero.

We present the results of our 2SLS regression in Table IV. The top panel shows that

receiving a high-cost loan, which is categorized as a short-term loan on the credit report,

lowers the propensity to be in default in short-term credit by roughly 7% on the quarter

of application. Further, the point estimates on the default rateson other credit and on

phone, cable, and utilities obligations are negative although insigni�cant, suggesting that the

improved repayment of short term credit is not accompanied by a concurrent deterioration

of repayment on other categories. The results are con�rmed in quarter zero by using the

value of defaults, as shown in the lower panel of Table IV.

These results imply that the immediate reduction of the average borrower's credit score in

the quarter of application is not driven by poor repayment performance in the high-cost credit

or any other credit. The decline in the score suggests that credit score models incorporate

restricted sample is 6% in t=0 and 9% in t=4, which compares to 4.7% and 10% in our main sample.
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high cost borrowing as a negative �ag, which mechanically lowers the individual's average

score. This mechanical e�ect of taking up a high-cost credit on credit scores may arise for two

reasons, highlighted in the introduction. It can arise if the average user of high-cost credit is

a high risk borrower, even after controlling for other observables. Under this interpretation

taking up a high cost loan is a signal of the borrowers future repayment capacity. It may also

arise if the �nancial health of the borrower is negatively a�ected by taking up a high cost

loan. Under this interpretation the burden of repaying high-cost credit increases the credit

risk of the borrower. Consistent with both mechanisms, we �nd that loan take up casually

a�ects the probability of repayment a year later.

Four quarters after application, the fraction (top panel of Table IV) and total value of

short term credit in default (bottom panel of Table IV) are signi�cantly higher after taking a

high-cost loan. We attempt to distinguish which of the mechanisms is more likely to explain

this observed casual e�ect in the next section.15

Because credit scores are used by other lenders to infer an individual's creditworthiness,

they also have an e�ect on the credit conditions faced by the borrower in the future. Most

likely, after taking up the high-cost loan and su�ering the decline in credit score, the borrower

will face higher borrowing costs going forward. Standard lenders, such as banks, may ration

credit to the borrower when the score drops enough, which implies the borrower will be

restricted to borrowing from high cost sources.

We explore the consequences of high-cost debt take-up on access to credit by estimating

the causal e�ect of take-up on the use of credit by type and the intensity of credit search

by the borrower. In the top panel of Table V we report the 2SLS estimate on the log of one

plus the amount of credit outstanding in total, short term credit, and other credit (there

is no record in the registry of the value of phone, cable, and utilities bills). The e�ects of

15The correlation between the use of high-cost credit and default has been documented in other settings.
For example, Agarwal, Skiba, and Tobacman (2009) show that Teletrack scores, which use credit event
information for payday loans in the US, have eight times the predictive power for payday loan default as
FICO scores.
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take-up on total and short term credit balances are positive and signi�cant on the quarter of

application, and remain positive for at least four quarters after that. The coe�cients suggest

that the magnitude of the increase in short term borrowing is approximately of the size of

the median loan from the lender.16

The bottom panel of Table V presents the estimated e�ect of high-cost loan take up on

the intensity of credit search. The dependent variable in this case is the number of credit

searches in di�erent categories. A credit search in the credit history of a borrower appears

when any potential lender or collector does a credit check on a borrower. The �rst type only

appears when the borrower applies for new credit from a lender, while the second appears

when a loan collector begins the collection process on a defaulted loan.

The results indicate that taking up a high cost loan reduces the probability that a debt

collector will conduct a search on the individual on the quarter of application. This e�ect

is not surprising given that Table IV shows that high-cost loan take-up has an immediate

and negative e�ect on the probability that the borrower will default. The e�ect on the

number of searches due to loan applications to all types of �nancing and to short term credit

are positive and signi�cant two quarters after application and remain so four quarters after

application. Importantly, the number of searches due to loan applications to non short-term

credit experience a signi�cant increase three and four quarter after application: on average

high-cost borrowers actively search for at least one more credit. Putting the results together,

what emerges is a picture of borrowers that are credit rationed by standard lenders (non

short-term, high-cost lenders such as credit cards consumer credit). These are the expected

consequences of a sharp decline in the perceived creditworthiness, as measured by credit

scores.

The results also highlight the dual role of credit scores. On the one hand, credit scores

serve as indicators of an individual's perceived creditworthiness. However, because credit

16E.g. a point estimate of 5 on the transformed variables is consistent with an increase in short term credit
from ¿0 to ¿200
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scores are used by lenders as an input in the lending process, credit scores also endogenously

a�ect access to credit and, therefore, future repayment behavior and access to credit. For

example, our results show that individuals who take-up a high-cost loan are not more likely

to default on standard sources of credit. This observed outcome is the equilibrium repayment

behavior emerging from borrowers who are rationed from such standard credit sources after

they have observed the decline in the borrower's score.

We complement the evidence presented in this section with two pieces of suggestive

evidence. First, Internet Appendix Figure IA5 presents the change in the logarithm of

credit score between the quarter before application and the quarter after application for all

borrowers who take a loan from The Lender in our sample period, ordered by the number

of loan (e.g. whether it is the �rst, second, third, etc. loan taken by the borrower from The

Lender). Although the relation between the change in credit score is likely driven by many

factors, the �gure is striking in that the largest drop in credit score occurs for the �rst loan.

This is consistent with the idea that credit scores are updated upon take-up of a high-cost

loan, and that for subsequent loans individuals are already pooled with less creditworthy

individuals.

Second, Internet Appendix Figure IA6 presents the evolution of credit scores relative

to the quarter of application (quarter zero) for three subgroups of �rst-time applicants,

broken down by ex post repayment status: defaulters with zero repayment, defaulters with

some repayment, and non-defaulters. The dynamics of credit scores suggest that even

non-defaulters su�er a drop in their score on the quarter of application. Strikingly, all

three groups end up with very similar credit scores one year after application despite their

di�erent repayment behaviors. While these patterns are only suggestive, they are consistent

with a stigma or reputation e�ect of high-cost credit that may be more important than the

actual repayment behavior on preventing access to credit in the future. We explore this issue

further next.
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IV. E�ect on Low Credit Score Borrowers

We have argued that taking up a high-cost loan may a�ect future access to credit due to

its e�ect on the credit reputation of the borrower. In this section we explore what happens

to future �nancial health when one shuts down the reputation channel. To do so we focus

our attention on borrowers with the lowest credit score that are eligible for a loan from

The Lender. Individuals with a very low credit score are already in the pool of high risk

borrowers. So much so that not only are these borrowers unlikely to be eligible for loans

from a standard lender, but they are also barely eligible for a loan from high-cost lenders.

We begin by showing that for these borrowers, taking up a high cost loan has no e�ect on the

credit score. Then, we explore the consequences for the same measures of �nancial health

studied in the previous section.

The instrumental variable approach of the previous section produces estimates that are

too noisy to focus on the small subsample of low credit score borrowers. Instead we switch

the empirical approach to a regression discontinuity design around the cuto� of eligibility

for a loan from The Lender (Imbens and Lemieux (2008)). The approach not only is the

appropriate one to evaluate the e�ect on low score borrowers, but it also produces point

estimates that are precisely estimated. We summarize in Figure 4 the evidence that validates

the use of this research design. First, we show the histogram of the number of applicants by

credit score around the eligibility cuto� of 400 (Panel A). Although the histogram is very

jumpy, it shows no evidence of an abnormal mass of applicants to the right of the cuto�, as

one would expect if there were rating manipulation to ensure eligibility. Second, we show

non-parametrically the conditional expectation function of several applicant characteristics

(age, gender, marital status) by credit score (Panel B). None of these characteristics exhibits

a discontinuous jump in the conditional expectation at the 400 cuto�. The �gures also display

the estimated coe�cient and standard errors of a local regression discontinuity polynomial

at the credit score threshold estimator using each variables as an outcome as in Calonico,
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Cattaneo, and Titiunik (2014), with standard errors clustered at the store by year level. This

suggests that applicants to the left and right of the threshold are similar along observable

dimensions. Finally, we show the conditional expectation function of the probability of

approval (Panel C). The plot shows that some applicants below the threshold are approved

which indicates that the eligibility rule is not upheld rigorously by credit o�cers. But the

probability of approval does appear to jump discontinuously at the threshold, from about

20% to the left of the threshold to about 60% to the right. This suggests a strong �rst stage

for a fuzzy regression discontinuity design.

We start our analysis of the causal e�ect of receiving a high-cost loan on lower credit

score individuals by estimating the causal e�ect on credit scores up to four quarters after

application. On Figure 5we show the conditional expectation function of the (log) credit

score of the borrower at the end of each quarter, starting from the quarter before the quarter

of application, and ending four quarters after the quarter of application. All plots show a

very consistent pattern: there is no jump in the credit score around the 400 threshold. Thus,

the discontinuous jump in the probability of approval at 400 does not appear to have any

e�ect on the credit score of the applicant going forward. This is consistent with our claim

that that applying for, and receiving, a high-cost loan no longer contains information useful

to predict the default probability of a borrower when borrowers have very low credit scores.

We formalize this intuition through local polynomial estimates of the causal e�ect of loan

approval on the change in credit score, as in regression 1,

∆log (scorei) (t) = α + βTakeupi + γXi + εit

For our main analysis, we use the optimal bandwidth rules and a local linear estimator

(Calonico, Cattaneo, and Titiunik (2014), Imbens and Kalyanaraman (2012)).17 The top

17We implement using the Stata command RDROBUST, which provides bias-corrected con�dence
intervals.
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panel in Table VI shows �rst stage estimates��the change in the probability of loan approval

for credit scores right above the credit score threshold�for di�erent quarters.18 On average,

borrowers whose credit score is slightly above the cuto� have 18% to 27% higher probability

of receiving a loan, an e�ect that is statistically signi�cant at the 1% level. However as

the bottom panel of Table VI shows, loan take-up does not cause lower credit scores among

these applicants. In particular, the point estimate of the e�ect of loan approval on the log

change in credit scores on the quarter of application is small, positive, and insigni�cant. One

year later, credit scores are slightly reduced by approximately one percent, but again, not

signi�cantly so. This marks a stark contrast with the results obtained in Section III, where

credit scores are causally reduced by loan take-up by approximately 10% up to four quarters

after application, and suggests no additional reputational cost of receiving a high-cost loan

for applicants with the lowest score.19

We continue our analysis by estimating the fuzzy RD using the same outcomes studied

in Section III. First, in Table VII we show the fuzzy RD estimates of the e�ect of receiving

a loan on repayment. Although the short-run estimates are qualitatively similar to the ones

displayed in Table IV, which were estimated using the leniency instrument and which apply

to the average applicant, the long-run estimates are dramatically di�erent. Indeed, as the

top and bottom panels of Table VII document, receiving a high-cost loan either maintains or

even reduces the probability of default (not signi�cantly) in the short and long-run. . The

lack on an e�ect of take-up on the credit score is, thus, perfectly consistent with the lack of

an e�ect on the probability of later on default.

In Table VIII we present the RD estimates using measures of access to credit and credit

search. As the top panel of Table V shows, receiving a loan signi�cantly increases the amount

of short term credit and total credit, with a positive but not signi�cant e�ect on non other

credit. These results are qualitatively the same as those presented in Table V, estimated

18First-stage estimates may di�er for di�erent periods because of di�erent samples.
19The point estimate of -10% of the previous section four quarters after application is outside of the 99%

con�dence interval of the RD estimate.
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using the IV methodology for the average applicant in our sample. However, as the bottom

panel documents, we also see a very di�erent behavior with respect to searches related to

credit applications. There are no signi�cant e�ect of receiving a high-cost loan on any of

our search measures. Indeed, for applicants with low credit scores, receiving a high-cost loan

reduces by approximately four the number of searches of short-term credit one year after

the application, although the coe�cient is not signi�cantly di�erent from zero. Crucially,

individuals do not appear to be di�erentially applying to more standard (non short-term)

credit: the number of searches related to applications of other credit is not signi�cantly

di�erent from zero for any quarter. Since access to credit does not reduce total borrowing

from standard lenders, there is no evidence that low score borrowers become marginally more

credit rationed by standard lenders after receiving a high-cost loan. This result also marks

a stark contrast with the e�ect on the average borrower presented in Table V .

The full set of results implies that use of high cost credit has very heterogeneous e�ects

on the reputation, repayment behavior, and future access to credit depending on the initial

credit score of the borrower. Our �ndings indicate that take-up of a high-cost loan a�ects

future access to credit only for borrowers whose credit reputation (credit score) is also

a�ected. Our preferred interpretation of these �ndings is that the use of low-cost credit

a�ects borrowers' �nancial health and behavior through their credit reputation: when the

reputation channel is shut down, borrower �nancial health in terms of access to credit, does

not su�er. In favoring this interpretation it is important to acknowledge that borrowers

with di�erent credit scores tend to be di�erent for many reasons. However, the credit

reputation channel can parsimoniously explain all the observed results, including the e�ect

heterogeneity. The alternative interpretation for the average e�ect is that the burden or

repaying high interest rates causes borrowers to default more and become constrained in

the future. There is no reason to expect the burden or repayment to be less onerous for

borrowers with low credit scores to begin with.
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V. Conclusion

This paper highlights a reputation mechanism through which the use of high-cost credit

may a�ect borrowers' future �nancial health. We show that borrowers that take up a

high-cost loan su�er an immediate decline in their credit rating. This decline cannot be

explained by the repayment behavior of the borrower, because, if anything, taking up a

high-cost loan improves repayment behavior. We show that after a year, borrowers appear

to be credit rationed in standard credit markets: they switch the composition of borrowing

towards short term credit and they increase the intensity of credit search, while their total

borrowings remain unchanged. By looking at borrowers that already have a poor credit

reputation we show that when the reputation channel is shut down, taking up a high-cost

loan does not have a negative impact on the borrowers' future access to credit.

The reputation channel that we describe does not require borrowers to be unable to fully

evaluate the consequences of their actions. Sophisticated borrowers may choose to be credit

rationed in the future if their need for consumption today is su�ciently high. Thus, observing

that future �nancial health is causally deteriorated by taking up a high-cost loan is not a

su�cient rationale for regulation. The question of whether the average user of high-cost

credit understand the implications for future access to credit remains an important topic for

future research.
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Figures and Tables

Figure 1: Time series of applicants' credit scores
This �gure plots the time series evolution of applicant's credit scores, averaged separately for individuals

who received a loan (Take-up) and those who did not (No take-up) by quarter since application.
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Figure 2: First stage: leniency is correlated with loan approval
This �gure shows a positive cross sectional correlation between the measure of loan o�cer leniency and

average loan take-up rates. We construct the graph by averaging the residual of a regression of Takeup, a

dummy that takes the value of one for applications that result in a new loan, on store by application week

by nationality of applicant �xed e�ects, across loan o�cer by year bins. We then add the average take-up

rate to each loan o�cer by month of application average take-up rates for exposition, and plot the resulting

take-up rate against the average leniency measure across loan o�cer by years. The straight line represents

the best linear �t on the underlying data, where standard errors are clustered at the store by year level).
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Figure 3: Change in credit score
This �gure shows that individuals who were assigned to more lenient loan o�cers see a reduction in their

credit scores 2 (t=2) and 4 (t=4) quarters after they applied for a loan that is, a reduced form e�ect of

loan o�cer leniency on the evolution of credit scores. The top graph shows the change in log credit scores

between 2 and 1 quarters before application. Details on the construction of the graphs are as shown in

Figure 2. The straight line represents the best linear �t on the underlying data for each quarter. The slope

and standard error clustered at the store by year level are shown in each graph.
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Figure 4: Regression discontinuity design
This �gure shows graphical set-up of a regression discontinuity design to estimate the causal e�ect of loan
approval on credit outcome based on the credit score cuto�. The top panel shows the histogram around
the discontinuity for a window of 50 points around the credit score discontinuity. The middle panel shows
plots of average age, a dummy for male, and a dummy for single applicants, by credit score at application.
The bottom panel shows a plot of the �rst stage, which shows the fraction of loan take-up by credit score at
application.
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Figure 5: Regression discontinuity design graphs
This �gure shows graphical results of the RD design on log credit scores by quarter after application, from

quarter.
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Table I: Summary statistics
This table shows the mean, standard deviation, median, minimum, and maximum of the following set of
variables. In Panel A we show individual-level characteristics: Approved (a dummy that equals one if the
application is approved), Takeup (a dummy that equals one if the application ends in a new loan), Male (a
dummy if the applicant is a male), Age (applicant's age at application), Single (a dummy if the applicant is
single at application), Years of residence UK (the number of years the applicant has lived in the U.K.), Has
income (a dummy if the applicant reports any income), Salary (the applicant's monthly salary in GBP),
Has bank account ( a dummy if the applicany has a bank account), Number of open accounts (number of
open trade lines at applications as per the applicant's credit report, Credit score (applicant's credit score at
application), Loan for emergency (a dummy if the loan's purpose is for an emergenecy expense), and Loan
amount requested (the amount requested by the applicant). In Panel B we show loan-level characteristics:
Annualized interest rate, Maturity (in months), Amount (in Pounds Sterling), Probability of default (a
dummy that equals one if the loan is late by 1 month or more as of December 2014), and Probability of
top-up (a dummy that equals one if the loan ends in top-up, whereby a new loan is issued by the lender
so that the new total loan amount equals the original loan). In Panel C we show applicant-level outcome
variables obtained from the credit bureau data, measured as of the quarter prior to applying for a loan at
The Lender: Default short term credit (a dummy that equals one if the applicant has a short term loan
in default), Default other credit (a dummy that equals one if the applicant has a non-short term credit
excluding mortgage in default), Default phone, cable, and utilities (a dummy that equals one if the applicant
is in default on a phone, cable, or utilities bill), log(Default short term credit+1) (the logarithm of the amount
of short term credit in default with zeros replaced by ones, log(Default other credit+1) (the logarithm of
the amount of non-short term credit in default with zeros replaced by ones), log(Default phone, cable, and
utilities+1) (the logarithm of the amount phone, cable and utilities bills in default with zeros replaced
by ones), log(Total credit+1) (the logarithm of the amount of total credit excluding mortgages with zeros
replaced by ones), log(Short term credit+1) (the logarithm of the amount of total short term credit with zeros
replaced by ones), log(Other credit+1) (the logarithm of the amount of non-short term consumer credit with
zeros replaced by ones), Number of debt collection searches (the number of debt collection searches in the
credit bureau in the last quarter), All credit searches (the number of all searches in the credit bureau related
to applications for credit), Short term credit searches (the number of searches in the credit bureau related
to applications for short term credit), and Other credit searches (the number of all searches in the credit
bureau related to applications for non-short term credit). The sample corresponds to all loan applicants
at the lender's physical stores who were between 18 and 75 years old at the time of application. Panel B
conditions the sample on approved applications. Salary is winsorized at the 99th percentile.
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Panel A: applicant-level

Variable Mean SD Median Min Max N

Approved 0.76 0.43 51,355

Takeup 0.67 0.47 51,355

Male 0.45 0.50 51,355

Age 33.98 10.74 32 18 75 51,355

Single 0.58 0.49 51,355

Years of residence UK 17.6 15.9 15 0 74 51,355

Has income 0.83 0.37 51,355

Salary 553.44 622.31 398 0 2370 51,355

Has bank account 0.91 0.28 51,355

Number of open accounts 5.33 4.86 4 0 64 51,355

Credit score 539.24 56.40 548 353 648 50,011

Loan for emergency 0.27 0.44 51,355

Loan amount requested 410.63 411.54 300 50 5000 51,355

Panel B: loan-level (conditional on loan take-up)

Variable Mean SD Median Min Max N

Annualized interest rate 707.16 341.87 617.65 0 8826.2 34,094

Maturity 5.65 2.56 6 0 31 34,094

Amount 288.08 147.11 200 0 2,000 34,094

Probability of default 34.58 34,094

Probability of top-up 42.45 34,094
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Panel C: outcome variables from credit bureau measured as of the quarter prior to application

Variable Mean SD Median Min Max N

Default short term credit 0.11 0.42 50,000

Default other credit 0.42 0.49 50,000

Default phone, cable, and utilities 0.16 0.36 50,000

log(Default short term credit+1) 0.79 2.25 0 0 10.73 50,000

log(Default other credit+1) 2.85 3.40 0 0 13.14 50,000

log(Default phone, cable, and utilities+1) 0.98 2.30 0 0 10.26 50,000

log(Total credit+1) 3.16 3.60 0 0 11.97 50,000

log(Short term credit+1) 1.74 3.12 0 0 10.73 50,000

log(Other credit+1) 2.24 3.19 0 0 11.86 50,000

Number of debt collection searches 0.04 0.25 0 0 9 50,000

All credit searches 1.18 3.36 0 0 123 50,000

Short term credit searches 0.77 2.63 0 0 110 50,000

Other credit searches 0.41 1.1 0 0 35 50,000
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Table II: First stage results
This table shows the output of regression

Takeupi = α+ βzi + δdsn + εi,

where Takeupi is a dummy that equals one for loan applications that are approved, zi is the leave-one-out
measure of loan o�cer leniency, calculated as the fraction minus own observation of loans approved by each
loan o�cer each month minus the fraction minus own observation of loans approved by each store each
month, and δtno are week of application by store by nationality of applicant �xed e�ects. Column 2
includes the following control variables: credit score at origination, a dummy for single applicants, a
dummy for male applicants, age, salary, a dummy for whether the stated purpose of the loan is an
emergency, years of residence in the UK, and loan amount requested, all measured at the time of
application. Column 3 shows the coe�cient γ of regression

zi = α+ γXi + δdsn + εi,

where zi is the leave-one-out measure of loan o�cer leniency, calculated as the fraction minus own

observation of loans approved by each loan o�cer each month minus the fraction minus own observation of

loans approved by each store each month. Xi includes the same controls as in column 2. The sample

corresponds to all loan applicants at the lender's physical stores who were between 18 and 75 years old at

the time of application. Below we report the coe�cient and p-value in parenthesis for an F-test of the joint

signi�cance of all variables listed in the rows. Standard errors clustered at the store by year level (76

clusters). *, **, and *** represent 10, 5, and 1 percent signi�cance level, respectively.

(1) (2) (3)

Takeupi Takeupi zi

zi 0.2219*** 0.2013***

(0.033) (0.031)

Credit score 0.0012*** 0.0000

(0.000) (0.000)

Single 0.0612*** -0.0024

(0.007) (0.002)

Male -0.1155*** 0.0019*

(0.007) (0.001)

Age -0.0032*** -0.0001

(0.000) (0.000)

Salary 0.0002*** 0.0000

(0.000) (0.000)

Loan for emergency -0.0082 -0.0020

(0.007) (0.005)

Years of residence UK 0.0050*** 0.0001

(0.000) (0.000)

Loan amount requested -0.0001*** 0.0000

(0.000) (0.000)

Observations 51,355 50,011 50,011

Joint F-test (p-value) 45.86 (0) 143.42 (0) 1.37 (0.23)

R-squared 0.265 0.334 0.250

Clusters 76 76 7637



Table III: Change in credit score
This table shows that taking-up a high cost loan causally reduces future credit scores. The top panel shows
the coe�cients of the OLS regression:

∆log (scoreit) = α+ βTakeupi + δdsn + εi,

of log credit score at quarter t minus log credit score at quarter -1, where quarter is measured relative to
the application date. The middle panel shows the reduced form regression:

∆log (scoreit) = α+ βzi + δdsn + εi,

for individual i at quarter after application t. ∆scoreit corresponds to the individual level change in credit

score from quarter -1 (the quarter before applying for a loan) and quarter t. δtno are week of application by

store by nationality of applicant �xed e�ects. Each column shows the coe�cient β and standard errors,

obtained by varying t from 0 to 4. The bottom panel shows the coe�cients of the instrumental variable

regression where zi is used as an instrument for Takeupi. The sample corresponds to all loan applicants at

the lender's physical stores who are between 18 and 75 years old at the time of application. Standard

errors clustered at the store by year level (76 clusters). *, **, and *** represent 10, 5, and 1 percent

signi�cance level, respectively.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

quarter 0 1 2 3 4

Dependent: ∆ln(scoreit)

OLS

Takeupi -0.0082*** -0.0436*** -0.0588*** -0.0462*** -0.0386***

(0.001) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002)

Obs 40,771 40,608 38,487 34,811 31,445

R2 0.165 0.201 0.211 0.190 0.176

Reduced form

zi -0.0104** -0.0150** -0.0281*** -0.0235*** -0.0223***

(0.005) (0.007) (0.006) (0.006) (0.007)

Obs 49,917 49,736 47,007 42,414 38,167

R2 0.163 0.175 0.169 0.162 0.156

IV

Takeupi -0.0473** -0.0685** -0.1257*** -0.0979*** -0.0951***

(0.022) (0.032) (0.030) (0.027) (0.033)

Obs 40,771 40,608 38,487 34,811 31,445

R2 0.116 0.193 0.156 0.154 0.132
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Table IV: Default
The table shows the coe�cients of the IV regression

∆Outcomeit = α+ βTakeupi + δdsn + εi,

for individual i at quarter after application t, where zi is used as an excluded instrument for Takeupi.

Outcomes are �Any default�, a dummy that equals one if the individual has any reported default in either

short term debt, other debt, or phone, utilities, and cable, �Number of CCJs�, the number of CCJ's, and

�Number of debt collection searches�, the number of debt collection searches, as reported in the individual's

credit report as of each quarter. Each column shows the coe�cient β and standard errors, obtained by

varying t from zero to four. The sample corresponds to all loan applicants at the lender's physical stores

who were between 18 and 75 years old at the time of application. Standard errors clustered at the store by

year level (75 clusters). *, **, and *** represent 10, 5, and 1 percent signi�cance level, respectively.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

quarter 0 1 2 3 4

∆Any default

Takeupi -0.1111 -0.0100 -0.0340 0.3743 0.3745

(0.130) (0.148) (0.219) (0.269) (0.288)

∆Number of CCJs

Takeupi 0.0427 0.2267* 0.2812* 0.2916 0.4079*

(0.085) (0.129) (0.162) (0.178) (0.236)

∆Number of debt collection searches

Takeupi -0.1559* 0.0391 0.0259 0.0676 0.1899

(0.090) (0.128) (0.182) (0.195) (0.234)
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Table V: Credit outstanding and search
The table shows the coe�cients of the IV regression

∆Outcomeit = α+ βTakeupi + δdsn + εi,

for individual i at quarter after application t, where advisor leniency, zi, is used as an instrument for

Takeupi. Outcomes are � log(Total credit+1)�, the logarithm of the total value of credit plus one; � log(Short

term credit+1)�, the logarithm of the total value of short term credit; � log(Other credit+1)�, the logarithm

of the total value of other credit excluding short term; �All credit searches�, the number of searches related

to applications to all types of credit; �Short term credit searches�, the number of searches related to

applications to short term credit; �Other credit searches� and the number of searches related to

applications of other credit excluding short term, all as reported in the individual's credit report as of each

quarter. Each column shows the coe�cient β and standard errors, obtained by varying t from zero to four.

The sample corresponds to all loan applicants at the lender's physical stores who were between 18 and 75

years old at the time of application. Standard errors clustered at the store by year level (75 clusters). *, **,

and *** represent 10, 5, and 1 percent signi�cance level, respectively.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

quarter 0 1 2 3 4

∆log(Total credit+1)

Takeupi 2.1738*** 2.1007*** 2.4496*** 2.6678*** 3.1356***

(0.599) (0.718) (0.892) (0.833) (1.116)

∆log(Short term credit+1)

Takeupi 2.8328*** 3.2762*** 4.1386*** 3.6986*** 3.5535***

(0.735) (0.936) (0.970) (0.775) (1.066)

∆log(Other credit+1)

Takeupi 0.0927 -0.3498 -0.3686 0.1932 0.0713

(0.336) (0.460) (0.609) (0.598) (0.773)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

quarter 0 1 2 3 4

∆All credit searches

Takeupi 0.1717 1.4543 1.6877* 2.9434*** 3.7228***

(1.117) (1.032) (0.945) (0.978) (1.183)

∆Short term credit searches

Takeupi 0.2205 1.2181 1.3596* 2.1033*** 2.6110***

(0.888) (0.787) (0.716) (0.774) (0.830)

∆Other credit searches

Takeupi -0.0488 0.2362 0.3281 0.8402** 1.1118**

(0.433) (0.471) (0.418) (0.396) (0.507)
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Table VI: Regression discontinuity design
This table shows the output of the regression discontinuity design using the minimum credit score cutof to

estimate the e�ects of high-cost credit on credit outcomes. The top panel shows the �rst stage coe�cient

while the bottom panel shows the RD coe�cients for ∆log (scorei (t)) as the outcome, estimated using

local linear polynomials and the default optimal bandwidth as per Calonico, Cattaneo, and Titiunik

(2014), for t=0, 1, 2, 3, and 4 quarters after loan application. All coe�cients and standard errors are

robust to bias as per Calonico, Cattaneo, and Titiunik (2014), estimated using the STATA command

RDROBUST. Standard errors are clustered at the store by year level (75 clusters). *, **, and *** represent

10, 5, and 1 percent signi�cance level, respectively.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

quarter 0 1 2 3 4

Takeupi

abovei 0.2494*** 0.2731*** 0.2634*** 0.2062*** 0.1804***

(0.0158) (0.0216) (0.0224) (0.0292) (0.0375)

∆log (Scorei)

Takeupi 0.0125 -0.0187 -0.0181 -0.0222 -0.0102

(0.0158) (0.0216) (0.0224) (0.0292) (0.0375)

Obs. 44,723 44,549 41,866 37,315 33,101
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Table VII: Additional RDD results: default
This table shows the output of the regression discontinuity design using the minimum credit score cutof to

estimate the e�ects of high-cost credit on the change in credit outcomes, estimated using local linear

polynomials and the default optimal bandwidth as per Calonico, Cattaneo, and Titiunik (2014), for t=0, 1,

2, 3, and 4 quarters after loan application relative to the quarter before application. Outcomes are �Any

default�, a dummy that equals one if the individual has any reported default in either short term debt,

other debt, or phone, utilities, and cable, �Number of CCJs�, the number of CCJ's, both as reported in the

individual's credit report as of each quarter, and �Number of debt collection searches�, the number of debt

collection searches. First stage coe�cients are presented in the top panel of Table VI. All coe�cients and

standard errors are robust to bias as per Calonico, Cattaneo, and Titiunik (2014), estimated using the

STATA command RDROBUST. Standard errors are clustered at the store by year level (75 clusters). *,

**, and *** represent 10, 5, and 1 percent signi�cance level, respectively.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

quarter 0 1 2 3 4

∆Any default

Takeupi -0.1012 -0.1112 -0.1516 -0.1105 -0.1265

(0.0712) (0.0895) (0.0977) (0.1270) (0.1629)

∆Number of CCJs

Takeupi 0.0240 -0.0105 -0.0556 0.1921 0.1799

(0.0612) (0.0880) (0.1081) (0.2044) (0.2332)

∆Number of debt collection searches

Takeupi -0.1517 0.0115 0.0102 0.2403 -0.3202

(0.1169) (0.1523) (0.1386) (0.2219) (0.2692)
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Table VIII: Additional RDD results: credit and searches
This table shows the output of the regression discontinuity design using the minimum credit score cutof to

estimate the e�ects of high-cost credit on the change in credit outcomes, estimated using local linear

polynomials and the default optimal bandwidth as per Calonico, Cattaneo, and Titiunik (2014), for t=0, 1,

2, 3, and 4 quarters after loan application relative to the quarter before application. Outcomes are

� log(Total credit+1)�, the logarithm of the total value of credit plus one; � log(Short term credit+1)�, the

logarithm of the total value of short term credit; � log(Other credit+1)�, the logarithm of the total value of

other credit excluding short term; �All credit searches�, the number of searches related to applications to

all types of credit; �Short term credit searches�, the number of searches related to applications to short

term credit; �Other credit searches� and the number of searches related to applications of other credit

excluding short term, all as reported in the individual's credit report as of each quarter. All coe�cients

and standard errors are robust to bias as per Calonico, Cattaneo, and Titiunik (2014), estimated using the

STATA command RDROBUST. Standard errors are clustered at the store by year level (75 clusters). *,

**, and *** represent 10, 5, and 1 percent signi�cance level, respectively.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

quarter 0 1 2 3 4

∆log(Total credit+1)

Takeupi 1.2137*** 2.4276*** 2.0950*** 4.0640*** 5.9051***

(0.3947) (0.4898) (0.5593) (1.4976) (1.8508)

∆log(Short term credit+1)

Takeupi 2.5037*** 4.1480*** 4.1018*** 5.4813*** 8.3895***

(0.4869) (0.5460) (0.6496) (1.6859) (2.3881)

∆log(Other credit+1)

Takeupi 0.1172 0.7739 0.3087 1.5833 0.6315

(0.2863) (0.5307) (0.5104) (1.2387) (1.4177)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

quarter 0 1 2 3 4

∆All credit searches

Takeupi -0.2255 0.6975 0.1303 -2.0200 -5.1996

(1.5830) (1.5671) (1.8832) (3.0649) (4.0380)

∆Short term credit searches

Takeupi -0.3772 0.2137 0.3370 -0.9793 -5.2144

(1.2242) (1.1559) (1.4891) (2.0837) (3.4633)

∆Other credit searches

Takeupi 0.1031 0.4705 -0.2020 -0.1849 0.6419

(0.4869) (0.6522) (0.6316) (0.8331) (0.9722)
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Internet Appendix



A. Supplemental �gures

Figure IA1: Persistence of leniency measure
This �gure shows a graph of loan o�cer by branch by year average leniency on its one year
lag. The dashed line shows the best linear �t on the o�cer by branch by year data. The
slope is 0.48.
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Figure IA2: Unconditional correlations of leniency
This �gure shows the cross sectional correlation of loan o�cer leniency with two measures

aggregated at the loan o�cer-year level. The top graph shows the average borrower
pro�tability (from The Lender's point of view), de�ned as total payments made by the

borrower minus all loans given to the borrower over the course of the full relationship. This
graph is conditional on applications that result on take-up. The bottom graph shows the

number of applications, again, by loan o�cer-year.
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Figure IA3: Testing the monotonicity assumption
This �gure shows that more lenient o�cers are not less likely to approve loans across observably di�erent

applicants, consistent with the monotonicity assumption of the identi�cation strategy. Each graph shows

the cross sectional correlation between the measure of loan o�cer leniency and average loan approval rates,

where each graph splits the sample into applicants based on an observable characteristic: above and below

median age; male and female; above and below median credit score. Details on the construction of the

graphs are as shown in Figure 2. The straight line represents the best linear �t on the underlying data.
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Figure IA4: NPV and number of loans
The �gure shows the cross sectional correlation between the yearly average measure of loan o�cer leniency

and yearly average NPV of the borrower's full relationship with The Lender across all applications, de�ned

as total payments made by borrower minus all loan amounts net of fees (top graph), and the yearly average

of the number of monthly applications by o�cer (bottom graph). The sample includes loan o�cers with at

least 10 applications per month. Data is aggregated at the o�cer by year level. The straight line represents

the best linear �t on the underlying data, at the individual level for the NPV measure, and at the o�cer by

month level for the number of applications. Standard errors clustered at the store by year level.
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Figure IA5: E�ect of successive loans on credit score
This �gure presents the percent change in credit score between the quarter before loan take
and the quarter after loan take up for all borrowers by ordinal loan number from The Lender.
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Figure IA6: Time series evolution of credit scores conditional on take-up by repayment status
This �gure presents the quarterly evolution of credit scores for �rst-time borrowers of
The Lender relative to the quarter of application (quarter zero), according to the ex-post
repayment status. The circles connectec by a line corresponds to borrowers who paid zero
back to The Lender, the triangles connected by a short-dashed line corresponds to borrowers
who defaulted but paid back some of their debt, and the squares connected a dashed line
corresponds to borrowers who did not default.
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B. Supplemental tables

Table IAI: Additional randomization test
This table presents additional evidence in support of the exclusion restriction for the leniency as an

instrument of loan approval. Each row on lists the OLS coe�cient of a regression of each covariate on zi,

the measure of adviosr leniency, and week of application by store by nationality of applicant �xed e�ects.

The sample corresponds to all loan applicants at the lender's physical stores who were between 18 and 75

years old at the time of application. Standard errors clustered at the store by year level (75 clusters). *, **,

and *** represent 10, 5, and 1 percent signi�cance level, respectively.

(1)

xi

Credit score 3.85

(3.26)

Single -0.0380

(0.053)

Male 0.0549*

(0.029)

Age 0.1356

(0.679)

Salary 53.89

(41.51)

Loan for emergency -0.0446

(0.093)

Years of residence UK 2.19

(2.24)

Loan amount requested 17.68

(27.24)

Observations 50,011
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Table IAII: Change in credit score
The table repeats Table III but conditions the sample on applicants for whom four quarters of credit score

data are available after loan application.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

quarter 0 1 2 3 4

Dependent: ∆ln(Scorei)

OLS

Takeupi -0.0082*** -0.0426*** -0.0576*** -0.0466*** -0.0389***

(0.001) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002)

Obs 35,135 35,135 35,135 35,135 35,135

R2 0.155 0.193 0.204 0.189 0.176

Reduced form

z -0.0133** -0.0205** -0.0313*** -0.0225*** -0.0193**

(0.005) (0.008) (0.006) (0.007) (0.007)

Obs 35,135 35,135 35,135 35,135 35,135

R2 0.152 0.167 0.164 0.157 0.151

IV

Takeupi -0.0609** -0.0936** -0.1430*** -0.1029*** -0.0881**

(0.027) (0.041) (0.036) (0.034) (0.037)

Obs 35,135 35,135 35,135 35,135 35,135

R2 0.045 0.145 0.085 0.136 0.137
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Table IAIII: Default by type of credit
The table shows the coe�cients of the IV regression

∆Outcomeit = α+ βTakeupi + δdsn + εi,

for individual i at quarter after application t, where zi is used as an excluded instrument for Takeupi.

Outcomes are a dummy that equals one if the individual has any short term debt in default (�default short

term credit�), a dummy that equals one if the individual has other debt excluding short term in default

(�default other credit�), a dummy for whether the individual is in default in phone, cable, or utilities

accounts (�default phone, cable, and utilities�), the logarithm of the total value of short term debt in

default plus one (�log(default short term credit+1)�), the logarithm of other debt excluding short term in

default plus one (�log(default other credit+1)�), and the logarithm of phone, cable, and utilities accounts in

default plus one (�log(default phone, cable, and utilities+1)�), as reported in the individual's credit report

as of each quarter. Each column shows the coe�cient β and standard errors, obtained by varying t from

zero to four. The sample corresponds to all loan applicants at the lender's physical stores who were

between 18 and 75 years old at the time of application. Standard errors clustered at the store by year level

(75 clusters). *, **, and *** represent 10, 5, and 1 percent signi�cance level, respectively.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

quarter 0 1 2 3 4

∆Default short term credit

Takeupi -0.0687* -0.1834*** -0.1660* 0.1142 0.2578*

(0.038) (0.066) (0.097) (0.131) (0.148)

∆Default other credit

Takeupi -0.0506 0.0101 -0.0576 0.0228 0.1537

(0.050) (0.079) (0.108) (0.131) (0.132)

∆Default phone, cable, and utilities

Takeupi -0.0594 -0.0453 -0.0301 -0.0137 -0.0070

(0.040) (0.048) (0.063) (0.080) (0.094)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

quarter 0 1 2 3 4

∆log(Default short term credit+1)

Takeupi -0.5556** -1.0937** -1.0285 0.8508 1.7549*

(0.245) (0.431) (0.622) (0.866) (0.975)

∆log(Default other credit+1)

Takeupi -0.3743 -0.0655 -0.5976 -0.1721 0.6269

(0.295) (0.427) (0.642) (0.781) (0.776)

∆log(Default phone, cable, and utilities+1)

Takeupi -0.3472 -0.2243 -0.1410 -0.1276 -0.1271

(0.246) (0.312) (0.404) (0.504) (0.609)
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Table IAIV: Additional RDD results: default
This table shows the output of the regression discontinuity design using the minimum credit score cutof to

estimate the e�ects of high-cost credit on the change in credit outcomes, estimated using local linear

polynomials and the default optimal bandwidth as per Calonico, Cattaneo, and Titiunik (2014), for t=0, 1,

2, 3, and 4 quarters after loan application relative to the quarter before application. Outcomes are a

dummy that equals one if the individual has any short term debt in default (�default short term credit�), a

dummy that equals one if the individual has other debt excluding short term in default (�default other

credit�), a dummy for whether the individual is in default in phone, cable, or utilities accounts (�default

phone, cable, and utilities�), the logarithm of the total value of short term debt in default plus one

(�log(default short term credit+1)�), the logarithm of other debt excluding short term in default plus one

(�log(default other credit+1)�), and the logarithm of phone, cable, and utilities accounts in default plus one

(�log(default phone, cable, and utilities+1)�). First stage coe�cients are presented in the top panel of

Table VI. All coe�cients and standard errors are robust to bias as per Calonico, Cattaneo, and Titiunik

(2014), estimated using the STATA command RDROBUST. Standard errors are clustered at the store by

year level (75 clusters). *, **, and *** represent 10, 5, and 1 percent signi�cance level, respectively.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

quarter 0 1 2 3 4

∆Default short term credit

Takeupi -0.1299* -0.0439 0.0025 0.4496*** 0.6471**

(0.0644) (0.0903) (0.1038) (0.1557) (0.2627)

∆Default other credit

Takeupi -0.0612 -0.0774 -0.1137 -0.1036 -0.1105

(0.0708) (0.0776) (0.0889) (0.1325) (0.2030)

∆Default phone, cable, and utilities

Takeupi -0.0655 -0.0793 -0.0584 -0.0497 -0.1330

(0.0513) (0.0767) (0.0845) (0.1167) (0.2004)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

quarter 0 1 2 3 4

∆log(Default short term credit+1)

Takeupi -0.7335* -0.3316 0.0327 3.1021*** 4.5757**

(0.4040) (0.5824) (0.6776) (1.0381) (1.8284)

∆log(Default other credit+1)

Takeupi -0.2618 -0.2472 -0.3103 -0.0171 -0.4234

(0.4410) (0.5078) (0.5897) (0.8805) (1.1948)

∆log(Default phone, cable, and utilities+1)

Takeupi -0.3538 -0.4404 -0.3609 -0.0089 -0.9252

(0.2904) (0.4512) (0.5192) (0.9172) (1.3574)
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